Résumé. 2014 Abstract. 2014 Thermodynamical arguments are used to study the effects of interaction between the electronic state of a system and its mechanical properties. We work out a sum rule connecting absorption and emission spectra with the variation 03B4F of free energy induced in the mechanical part of the system by the electronic transition. When the linewidth 0394 of the line is such that 01270394 is small versus the thermal energy kT, the sum rule takes a simple form : the frequency of the line centre of gravity is a linear function of 03B4F in experiments made with constant volume. We give a few applications of this sum rule in gaseous phase and in solids.
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J. Physique 42 (1981) Avec 1'equation (22) , en posant 6gale a WG la frequence qui y figure :
Une variation de Wa due a une perturbation ext6-rieure agit sur l'indice :
L'equation (13) La figure 1 resume la d6marche qui nous a men6s à cette equation. [Symbolic sketch of the argument leading to equation (33 (65) et (68) 1'equation (64) [27] . Les 
